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COMPARISON OF VARIOUS DISTANCES 
BETWEEN ISOMORPHISM CLASSES OF GRAPHS 
BOHDAN ZELINKA, Liberec 
(Received January 18, 1984) 
We shall compare three types of distances between isomorphism classes of graphs. 
(An isomorphism class of graphs is the class of all graphs which are isomorphic to 
a given graph.) These distances were introduced in [ l ] , [2] and [3]. We consider 
finite undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges. 
Let (52, (52 be two isomorphism classes of graphs with the same number n of 
vertices. The distance <5((5l5 (52) introduced in [2] is equal to n minus the maximum 
number of vertices of a graph which is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of a graph 
from (5j and simultaneously to an induced subgraph of a graph from (52. 
Let Xi9 X2 be two isomorphism classes of trees with the same number n of vertices. 
The distance ST(Xi9 X2) introduced in [3] is equal to n minus the maximum number 
of vertices of a tree which is isomorphic to a subtree of a tree from %i and simul­
taneously to a subtree of a tree from %2. 
Let again (51 ? (52 be two isomorphism classes of graphs with the same number n of 
vertices and, moreover, with the same number m of edges. The edge rotation distance 
between (5X and (52 was introduced in [1] and will be denoted here by Se((5i9 (52). 
Let v0, vi9 v2 be three distinct vertices of a graph G such that v0 is adjacent to vY 
and not adjacent to v2. If we delete the edge v0vx from G and add the edge v0v2 toG, 
we say that we perform an edge rotation. The distance Se(&i9 (52) is equal to the 
minimum number of edge rotations which are necessary in order to obtain a graph 
belonging to (52 from a graph belonging to (5X. 
In some cases we shall use symbols like S(Gi9 G2), ST(Gi9 G2), Se(Gi9 G2), where 
Gi9 G2 are graphs; such a symbol denotes the corresponding distance between 
isomorphism classes to which the graphs Gi9 G2 belong. 
We shall prove some theorems. 
Theorem 1. Let (&i9 (52 be two isomorphism classes of graphs with the same 
number n of vertices and the same number m of edges. Then 
<5(®1, ® 2) -g «e(«i, « 2 ) 
and the equality may occur. 
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Proof. If <5e(®l5 ®2) = 1, then there exist graphs G1 e © t and G2 e ©2 such that 
G2 is obtained from Gj by an edge rotation. The graphs Gx and G2 have the same 
vertex set Vand there exist vertices u09 ul9 v2 of Vsuch that u0 is adjacent to ux and 
non-adjacent to u2 in Gx and adjacent to v2 and non-adjacent to u1 in G2, while 
any other pair of vertices is either adjacent in both Gl9 G2, or non-adjacent in both 
Gl9 G2. The set V— {u0} induces the same subgraph in both Gx and G2 and thus 
<K©i> ®2) = <U®i> ®i) = !• N o w l e t fc b e a n integer, fc = 2, and let <Se(<5lf ©2) = 
= fc. There exist graphs H0, Hl9 ..., Hk such that H0 e ©1? Hfc e ©2 and the graph Ht 
is obtained from Hf.j by an edge rotation for i = 1 ..., fc. W e h a v e ^ H ^ j , H;) = 1 
and thus also 5(Hi_l9 Ht) = 1 for i = 1, . . . , fc. Inductively from the triangle in-
equality we obtain <5(H0, Hk) = <5(<5ls ©2) = fc = ^ (© x , ©2). . 
Theorem 2. Ler N be a positiue integer. Then there exist isomorphism classes 
®i5 ®2 of graphs such that 
<U®i ,®2)-<5(®i ,®2)=-V. 
Proof. We shall construct graphs Gle15l9 G2 e ©2 with a common vertex set 
V = {ul9..., uN+l9 ul9..., uN+l9 w}. In Gj the set {ul9..., u^+u w} induces a clique 
and the vertices vl9..., % + 1 are isolated. In G2 two vertices are adjacent if and only 
if either they both belong to the set {ul9..., uN + 1}9 or one of them is w and the other 
belongs to the set {vl9..., vN+1}. Evidently each of the graphs Gl9 G2 has i(N + 1). 
. (N + 2) edges. The set V— {w} induces the same subgraph in both G1 and G2, 
hence 3(1519 ©2) = 1. The graph G2 can be obtained from Gx by N + 1 edge rota-
tions; at each of them we delete the edge utw and add the edge utw for some i e 
e { l , . . . ,N + 1}. If we perform less than N + 1 edge rotations, starting at Gl9 
then at least one of the vertices vl9..., vN+1 remains isolated and no graph isomorphic 
with G2 is obtained. Hence 5e(l&l9 ©2) = N + 1 and the assertion holds. H 
Before proving the next theorem, we shall prove a lemma. 
Lemma. Let Tbe a finite tree with the edge set E9 let T0 be its proper subtree with 
the edge set E0. Then there exists a bijectionf of the set E — E0 onto the number set 
{ 1 , . . . , \E - E0\} with the property that the set E{ = E0u {eeE - E0 \f(e) = i) 
is the edge set of a subtree of Tfor each i = 1,..., \E — F0|. 
Proof. We shall carry out the proof by induction according to the cardinality of 
E — E0. If this cardinality is equal to one, then Et = E and the assertion holds 
trivially. Now let fc = 2 and suppose that the assertion is true for \E — F0| g fc — 1. 
There exists at least one edge e1e E — E0 which has one end vertex in T0. Evidently 
E0 = E0u {ex} is the edge set of a subtree T0 of T. We have \E - E'0
l\ = fc - 1 
and by the induction hypothesis there exists a bijection / ' of E — E0 onto 
{ 1 , . . . , fc - 1} such that the set E[ = E0 u {e e E - E0 \f (e) ='i] is the edge 
set of a subtree of Tfor each i = 1,... , fc — 1. We define a bijection / of E — E0 
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onto {1, ..., k} in such a way that f^j) = 1 andf(e) = f'(e) + 1 for each ee E — 
— E0. Then evidently E{ = E\_1 for i = 1, . . . , k and the assertion holds. H 
Theorem 3. Let Xl9 X2 be two isomorphism classes of trees with the same number n 
of vertices. Then 
de(Xu Z2) ^ Sfa, Z2) . 
Proof. Let ST(Xl9 X2) = k. This means that the maximum number of vertices of 
a tree which is isomorphic to a subtree of a tree from Xx and simultaneously to 
a subtree of a tree from X2 is equal to n — k. We may consider the trees T1 e Xt 
and T2 e X2 whose intersection is a tree T0 with n — k vertices. Let ft (or f2) be 
a mapping corresponding to the mapping f from Lemma provided we consider Tt 
(or T2, respectively) instead of T Bothf! andf2 are bijections onto the set {1, ..., k}. 
For each i = 1, . . . , k let ex(i) (or e2(i)) be the edge which is mapped byfx (orf2, 
respectively) onto the number i. The end vertices of ex(i) (or e2(i)) will be denoted 
by vx(i) and wt(i) (or v2(i) and w2(i)) in such a way that the distance of wt(i) (or 
w2(i)) from a vertex of T0 is greater than the distance of i;1(i) (or v2(i), respectively) 
from the same vertex. Now we identify w2(i) with Wj(k + 1 — i) for i = 1, . . . , k. 
After this identification the trees Tl9 T2 have the same vertex set. For i = 1, ..., k 
let ^ be the edge rotation which deletes the edge ex(i) = vx(i) wt(i) and adds the 
edge e2(k + 1 — i) = v2(k + 1 — i) w2(k + 1 — i) = v2(k + 1 — i) w^i). If we 
start from the tree T1 and subsequently perform the edge rotations &l9...9g%k9 
we obtain the tree T2 and thus 8e(Xl9 X2) _l k = dT(Xl9 X2). u 
Theorem 4. Let N be a positive integer. Then there exist isomorphism classes 
Xl9 X2 of trees such that 
ST(^u^2)-Se(Xl9X2)=N. 
Proof. We shall construct trees TteXl9 T2eX2 with a common vertex set 
V= {ul9u29u39u49u59u69 vl9...9v2N+49wl9...9wN+2}. Both Tx and T2 contain 
the edges u1u29u2u3,u3u49u4u59u5u6 and u2vt for i = 1, . . . ,2N + 4. Further, 
T1 contains the edges u4wt and T2 contains the edges u5w{ for i = 1, . . . ,N + 2. 
No other edges than those described are contained in Tt and T2. The subtree T0 
induced in both Tt and T2 by the set {ul9u29u39u4,u59u69 vl9..., v2N+4} has 
2N + 10 vertices; evidently no tree with more vertices can be isomorphic simul-
taneously to a subtree of T1 and to a subtree of T2. The set V contains 3N + 12 
vertices, hence ST(Xl9 X2) = N + 2. 
Now take the tree T2. We perform the edge rotation which substitutes the edge u2u3 
by u2u4. In the graph thus obtained we perform another edge rotation which sub-
stitutes the edge u3u4 by u3u6. The graph obtained by these two edge rotations 
will be denoted by T[. Define the bijectionf: V-> Vin such a way thatf(u3) = u6> 
f(u4) = u39f(u5) = u49f(u6) = u5 andf(x) = x for each xe V- {u3, u4, u5, u 6}. 
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The mapping/is an isomorphism of T[ onto Tv Hence T[ ^ Tx and T[ was obtained 
from T2 by two edge rotations. Evidentla one edge rotation does not suffice and 
therefore 5J[Zi9 %2) = 2. u 
At the end of the paper we add some results concerning the edge rotation distance 
between isomorphism classes of trees. 
Theorem 5. Let S be a star with n vertices, let Tbe an arbitrary tree with n vertices. 
Let the maximum degree of a vertex of Tbe A. Then 
Se(S, T) = n - 1 - A . 
Proof. Let u be a vertex of degree A in T. Evidently the subtree 5 0 of Twhose edge 
set is set of all edges incident with u is a star with A + 1 vertices and is isomorphic 
to a subtree of S. As any subtree of S with at least 3 vertices is a star, the tree T 
cannot contain a subtree with more than A + 1 vertices isomorphic to a subtree 
of S and 5T(S, T) = n — 1 — A. According to Theorem 3 we have Se(S, T) g 
:g n — 1 — A. As the maximum degree of a vertex of S is n — 1 and that of Tis A, 
it is necessary to perform at least n — 1 — A edge rotations in order to obtain 
from Ta graph isomorphic to S. (If they are exactly n — 1 — A, then at each of them 
one edge is added to a vertex of the maximum degree.) We have Se(S, T) = 
= n - 1 - A. u 
Theorem 6. Let P be a path with n vertices, let T be an arbitrary tree with 
n vertices. Let the diameter of Tbe d. Then 
Se(P, T) = n - 1 - d. 
Proof. Let P0 be a diametral path in T. This is a subtree of Twhich is isomorphic 
to a subtree of P and has d + 1 vertices. As any subtree of P is a path, the tree T 
cannot contain a subtree with more than d + 1 vertices isomorphic to a subtree of P 
and dT(P, T) = n — 1 — d. According to Theorem 3 we have 5e(P, T) = n — 1 — d. 
As the diameter of P is n — 1 and that of Fis d, it is necessary to perform at least 
n — 1 — d edge rotations in order to obtain P from T. (If they are exactly n — 1 — d, 
then at each of them one edge is added to a vertex of degree 1.) We have Se(P, T) = 
= n - 1 - d. u 
Corollary. Let S be a star with n vertices, let P be a path with n vertices. Then 
5e(P, S) = n - 3 . 
In [3] it was proved that S(P, S) = \n\2\ at n ^ 7. Hence Se(Zl9 2 2 ) need not 
be equal to S(Xl9 Z2). 
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